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import in connection with the steps taken by Mr. Webster, after he returned from Ms Western trip, in respect to his Pittsburgh speech, and his overture to Mr. Grundy, there cannot remain a doubt, I should think, on the part of any intelligent person that Mr. Clay's suspicions as to the condition and employment of Mr. Webster's mind at that period were in the main correct, whatever may have been the specific ends he aimed at or whatever the degree of ma-turity at which his plans may have arrived.
Mr. March, as well as Mr. Webster, if we assume that he was cognisant of the statements put forth by Mr. M. were obviously not a little embarrassed by the incongruity of the friendly relations which are alleged to have existed between Mr. W. and President Jackson, at the time referred to, with the fact that, only a few months thereafter, the former was found closely allied with Messrs. Clay and Calhoun in the most violent efforts to obstruct the Gen-eral's administration and to degrade him as a public man by persuading the Country that he had played the part of a tyrant and usurper of powers not conferred on him by the Constitution which he had sworn to " preserve, protect and defend." It could not hava escaped such shrewd minds that the transition from the alleged, cordial alliance to the indisputable bitter assault was so sudden that. men would either discredit the report of the former or condemn Mr. Webster for his share in the latter. Accordingly an apology for the great and rapid change in Mr. W's opinions of and dispositions towards the President is sought in that fertile theme of partisan agitation—the removal of the Government deposits from the vaults of the bank of the United States to those of the State banks; but unfortunately for the writer, as well as for the subject of his defence, that excuse is wholly demolished by the irresistible, logic of dates.
The removal of the Government deposits [says Mr. March] however jvusli-liable on the ground of expediency or even necessity was a measure oJ! such. formidable energy as to confound some of the General's longest tried and not most timid supporters. It encountered Mr. Webster's opposition and even denunciation. And this honest difference of opinion in regard to a matter of temporary importance, prevented the union of the two master spirits of the age and blasted the patriotic hopes of the Country.
The unsatisfactory character of this explanation must be admit-tecl when it is considered that Mr. Webster's high wrought cnco-mimns upon the General's conduct and earnest prayers for his sue-cess and glory in the administration of the Government, revised and enlarged by the author in a second edition, were, without the occur-rence of any circumstance making such a course necessary to his own vindication but of his mere motion, scattered broad-cast through the Country not only months after the deposits had been ordered to be thus removed but after that act of the President and the dis-

